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Abstract :  The population of India is 1/5 th of the total world population. The country India is the second largest country in the 

population. The each and every state of India has different climatic situations. Based upon the climatic changes and many factors 

the diseases in India are growing day by day. The health of people in India is the major issue in now-a-days. There are so many 

inequalities between the states about the health. Health care system in India is mainly controlled or administrated by the 

respective state governments. To improve the health of the population in each and every state we require collecting the data from 

the state government and trends. The dataset consists of 30 states and union territory states except the Delhi. The experiment 

result shows the diseases which are mostly effect the people across the India. In this research we use the one of the data mining 

technique to produce the mostly effected diseases. 

 

IndexTerms - Data Mining, Improved FP-Tree, Support Count, Pruning. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION  

India has 30 states and 7 union territories. All of them have population larger than the other countries except China. India has the 

large amount of population. The death of people in India in increased day by day. There are many reasons for the cause of death. 

All of these factors affect the health outcomes of India. In this research paper we take the some of the reasons of death all over the 

India. By using all of these data we can find the main reasons or diseases for the death of people. So, we can take the appropriate 

methods to control the spread of the diseases. The data mining technique of Improved FP-Tree is finding the much more 

suitability in circumstances that are required to interrogate for the independent state of relations. The Improved FP-tree is used to 

produce the frequently effected diseases all over the India. This technique can be used to interrogate the mostly effected diseases 

in India. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

The Improved FP-Tree produces the recurring diseases in the given data. By using Improved FP-Tree we can discover the 

associations and correlations among the data set. The data mining has many techniques to extract the data from the large amount 

of data. The data mining has the some techniques to find the repeated data of the given data sets. There are two algorithms to 

finding the frequently produced data one is Apriori and another one is FP-Tree. The Apriori algorithm is earliest methods which 

find the frequently produced data by generating the candidates. The Improved FP-Tree finds the frequently produced data without 

using the candidate generation. The Improved FP-Tree uses the divide-and-conquer method to produce the frequently used data. 

At first the Improved FP-Tree scans the database only once and then compress the dataset into a tree called as the Improve FP-

Tree which consist the information about the association of each item set. The algorithm divides the large amount of database into 

the number of databases based upon the condition; in which every item of the database has the association with at least one 

frequent item or also known as the “pattern fragment”, and then it mines the each and every such database separately. 

 

 

III. PROPOSED RESEARCH WORK  

In this research paper, an algorithm of Improvised FP-growth is used which is an advanced form of Frequent Pattern-growth 

algorithm. Improved FP-growth algorithm the structure of the node is modified. It has four attributes of item name, count, node 

link and flag. Here, node link plays an act of connect nodes with the similar item. It helps to search for particular node quickly. 

Thus the proposed algorithm quickly traverses the tree in relation than the Frequent Pattern-growth algorithm. It reduces the 

runtime and memory of IFP-growth algorithm. IFP-growth algorithm shortens the database into IFP-tree. It also maintains the 

data between item sets. IFP-growth algorithm uses the divide and conquers method, which uses the two stages: they are build and 

mine. Structure of proposed IFP-growth algorithm is as follows: 

An Improved FP-tree consist the three attributes, they are:  

i. Root node. 

ii. Child node.   

iii. Header Table. 

Attributes of each and every node are:  

i. Item Name :The names of the item are stored in this field. 

ii. Count : Number of times the item occurs is updated in this field. 

iii. Node Link : Node link that points the node that contains the same item name. 

iv. Flag :The branch information is noted in this field. Every entry of the item in the header table consists of two 

Characteristics: Item-name and Head of node-link. 
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IV. EXAMPLE VALIDATION 

All the diseases details of every state in India are displayed in Table 1. The table consist all the states in India and each and every 

state has many number of diseases. The below table consist thirty states of India and another place that is UTs other then Delhi. 

So, the table consist thirty one entries. 

 
Table 1: List of diseases of India according to state wise 

The database is scanned once and counts the frequently occurred diseases in each and every state. The count is known as the 

support count. The Table 2 shows the support count of every disease. 

 
      Table 2: Support count of diseases                 Table 3: Rearrangement of diseases support count in descending order 
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      Table 4: List of diseases of every state after pruning 

Now we have to arrange the diseases in the descending order with respect to the support count. Table 3 shows the details of 

diseases after rearrangement of support count in descending order. The database has the highest support count 31 and the lowest 

support count 5.In this example we take the minimum support count is 17.So, the items which have the support count less than 17 

are pruned. In the above table the diseases Diabetes, Preterm birth conditions, Lower respiratory infections, Low back & neck 

pain, Stroke and Road injuries are pruned because these diseases are have the support count less than 17. After pruning we have 

to rearrange the diseases of each and every state. Table 4 shows the rearrangement of states after pruning. After finishing of the 

pruning process we have to construct the Tree for the given database. The below steps shows the construction of IFP-Tree for the 

given example. 
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Improved FP-tree is constructed. The proposed algorithm scans the database first and then generates a node name as “root” with 

the initial tag value “null”. Then for the second scan, the algorithm starting the generation of nodes for each item in the database. 

For the given example, the first state of the database contains eight items{Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, Diarrhoeal 

disease, Iron deficiency anemia, Tuberculosis, Other neonatal, Sense organ disease, Self-harm, Ischaemic heart disease} based on 

the arrangement of descending order, building the first wing { Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease:1, Diarrhoeal disease:1, 

Iron deficiency anemia:1, Tuberculosis:1, Other neonatal:1, Sense organ disease:1, Self-harm:1, Ischaemic heart disease:1} in 

Improved FP-tree with eight nodes. Here, the item “Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease” is the child of “root”, item 

“Diarrhoeal disease” links to item “Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease”, item “Iron deficiency anemia” links to item 

“Diarrhoeal disease”, item “Tuberculosis” links to item “Iron deficiency anemia”, item “Other neonatal” links to item 

“Tuberculosis”, item “Sense organ disease” links to item “Other neonatal”, item “Self-harm” links to item “Sense organ disease”, 

item “Ischaemic heart disease” links to item “Self harm”. Now, the link value of the node is set to “null” is updated, the flag value 

is “false” because it does not have any branches. The Node link value in header table is updated for each and every item when a 

state is inserted in the Improved FP-tree.  
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The below Table 5 shows the generated frequent patterns for the given example.  

 
Table 5: Generated Frequent Patterns. 

The second entry contains seven items {Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease:1, Diarrhoeal disease:1, Iron deficiency anemia:1, 

Tuberculosis:1, Other neonatal:1, Sense organ disease:1, Ischaemic heart disease:1} where seven  nodes are generated. Here, the 

branch shares the prefix “Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease”, “Diarrhoeal disease”, “Iron deficiency anemia”, 

“Tuberculosis”, “Other neonatal”, “Sense organ disease”. For the item “Ischaemic heart disease“ new node is generated from the 

“Sense organ disease”, then the flag value of “Sense organ disease” is updated as “true” because it  consist a branch and the link 

value of “Ischaemic heart disease” is updated to P8,1. The count value is also updated. Similarly all the states are inserted. The 

ninth state of the database contains {Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, Diarrhoeal disease, Iron deficiency anemia, 

Tuberculosis, Other neonatal, Self-harm}. In this situation the items shares the previous link upto the “Other neonatal”. For the 

item “Self harm” it shares the link from “Other neonatal”. The flag value of “Other neonatal” is updated to “true”and the link 

value of“Self harm” is updated to P7,1 . For the entry of thirty state {Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, Diarrhoeal disease, 

Iron deficiency anemia, Tuberculosis, Sense organ disease, Self harm, Ischaemic heart disease}.this entry shares the link upto the 

“Tuberculosis”, the item “sense organ disease” shares the link with “Tuberculosis”, the item “Self harm” shares the link with 

“Sense organ disease”, the item “Ischaemic heart disease” shares the link with “Self harm”. The flag value of “Tuberculosis” is 

updated to “true” and the node value of “Sense organ disease” is updated to  P6,1. 

 

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ANALYSIS 

In this particular experiment we can observe that the frequently produced diseases in India. From the graph we can conclude that 

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, Diarrhoeal diseases, Iron deficiency anemia, Tuberculosis are the four diseases which are 

frequently occurred in all the states of India. So, the Health Organization of India or Government of India can take the appropriate 

measures to control spread of these diseases and can provide sufficient medicines and treatment to the people of India.    
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For the above graph we have taken the diseases list of all states on X-axis and the support count of diseases on the Y-axis. From 

the above graph we can clearly observe that the Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, Diarrhoeal diseases, Iron deficiency 

anemia, Tuberculosis are the four diseases have the support count 31 because these diseases are presented in all the states of India. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this research paper we find out the frequently occurred diseases in all the states of India by using the Improved FP-Tree. By 

using the Improved FP-Tree algorithm we can easily find the frequently occurred diseases in India. The Improved FP-tree used in 

this research paper uses the divide and conquer technique. This algorithm reduces the usage of the space while constructing the 

Tree. By observing the results we can conclude that the Improved FP-Tree find the frequently occurred diseases in India. In this 

research paper we find out the occurrence of Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, Diarrhoeal diseases, Iron deficiency anemia, 

Tuberculosis are more in the all the 31 states of India. With the help of these results the central government of India can take the 

necessary actions to reduce the spread of these diseases all over the country and provide the sufficient hospitals, medicines to the 

effected people to survive from these diseases. 
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